CRIMINAL
SCREENING
Automated Tool to Uncover Alias, Past Addresses and Reported
Dates of Birth for a More Comprehensive Criminal Screening
Before signing a rental agreement, it’s important for property managers and owners
to verify that the applicant does not pose a risk to the community or property. MultiStatePLUS™ from CoreLogic® SafeRent® provides a comprehensive criminal screening
search across 45 states to help ensure that your applicant has not obscured or omitted
identifying information—data relevant to your community's safety or preservation of
your property. Protect your community with Multi-StatePLUS, which uncovers applicant
criminal activity that is difficult to find using traditional criminal screening with selfreported applicant data.
Whereas most background checks run simple name-based checks, Multi-StatePLUS goes
a step beyond to uncover aliases, past addresses and reported dates of birth associated
with the applicant's Social Security number (SSN). This information helps provide a more
comprehensive and confident criminal background check.

At A Glance:
►

Uncovers alias, past addresses
and additional identifiers that
may have not been provided
by the applicant

►

Enhances applicant identity
data to uncover previously
unidentified criminal activity

►

Improves criminal screening
using more than 350 unique
sources

►

Provides instant, easy-toread report summarizing all
criminal screening results

Why Enhance Your Criminal Check?
Known criminals in your community can pose
a danger to residents and staff exposing you to
risks that can have lasting effects on resident
satisfaction and property condition, both of which
can drag down price and occupancy. While many
think traditional criminal screening is enough,
neither of these services delve into criminal
records that include in-depth applicant identity
information not immediately accessible with selfreported application data. Additional addresses or
information listed under an alias may not appear
on a credit report.

Sample Mulit-StatePLUS Report
(see reverse for full-size view)

Multi-StatePLUS uses SafeRent IDentify™ to uncover past addresses, aliases (maiden
names, nicknames, etc.), reported dates of birth and other information that may have not
been provided by the applicant. This information is fed into our criminal search engine,
which searches over 350 unique sources and over 400 million offender records*, including:
►

Departments of Corrections

►

Administrative Offices of the Courts

►

Departments of Public Safety

With Multi-StatePLUS, you gain quick, actionable intelligence about your applicants.

SAMPLE MULTI-STATEPLUS REPORT
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